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Introduction



Redistribution, due to equity considerations, has always been an important goal of government intervention. A more equitable distribution of income (wealth) also contributes to social and political stability, favoring economic growth and employment.1 However, redistributive policies a¤ect agent’s incentives, distorting decisions and allocations, reducing thereby economic e¢ ciency, which may retard growth and increase unemployment. Moreover, according to several authors, individual adjustments to changes in (economic) incentives are constrained by social norms.2 We denote by social norms desire-based social interactions that shape individual behaviour, and we concentrate on social norms that a¤ect the functioning of the labor market. More precisely, in the this paper we analyse the e¤ects of redistributive policy on employment dynamics, in the presence of labor related social norms. To our knowledge this is the …rst work that combines two …elds of earlier literature: (i) the e¤ects of workers’s social norms on labor market outcomes and (ii) the dynamic e¤ects of redistributive policies on employment. Typically the …rst type of works use either static or partial equilibrium models, whereas the second group of studies disregards social norms. There is empirical support for the existence and role of labor related social norms. For example there is evidence of social norms in favour of 1



Alesina and Rodrick (1994) and Persson and Tabellini (1994) …nd empirical support for this last claim. 2 See Lindbeck (2003).
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work, rather than living o¤ government bene…ts. Some authors talk about the stigma associated with the unemployment status, and most empirical studies …nd that this stigma, or psichological cost, weakens when there is an increase in the number of unemployed individuals. For instance, Clark (2003), using data from the British Household Panel Survey, concludes that "unemployment always hurts, but it hurts less when there are more unemployed people around". Moreover Cörvers and Golsteyn (2004), analyzing non-working men’s willingness to work in the Netherlands, between 1994 and 2000, found that this willingness increased in an upswing due to social pressure. Hedström et al. (2003), using Swedish data of the 1990s, also found that a higher unemployment level among peers decreased considerably the transition rates out of unemployment. Wage negotiations are also shaped by social norms. Elster (1989) discusses the role of social norms of equality, equity and fair division in bargaining between unions and employers, using the Swedish labor market as an example. Akerlof and Yellen (1984) present evidence that supports the equity principle in wage contracts. Our analysis, like most studies on redistribution in dynamic models, is carried out in the context of an overlapping generations (OLG) model, which allows us to easily introduce intergenerational redistribution and life time decisions in a dynamic model with unemployment. More precisely we study the e¤ects of unemployment bene…ts and old.age survival pensions, both …nanced by taxing employed workers. The novelty is that we explicitly introduce in this framework workers social norms that shape both the individual participation decision of workers and wage bargaining. We …nd that social norms increase the likelihood of multiplicity of equilibria and facilitate the emergence of indeterminacy, constituting therefore a source of business cycles driven by self-ful…lling volatile expectations, i.e. sunspots. We also …nd that, in the presence of strong social norms, standard policy recommendations that advocate a decrease in unemployment bene…ts in order to boost employment are no longer valid. Indeed, our simulation results show that the opposite will happen for empirically plausible levels of the unemployment rate. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
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The model



We refer to a simple overlapping generations economy, where a continuum of size one of identical households lives for 2 periods, working and saving when 2



young and consuming when old. In this economy there is another continuum (also of size one) of identical …rms, which employ young households to produce a single consumer good, used as numeraire and sold in a perfectly competitive market. Wages are bargained between workers and …rms but …rms choose employment unilaterally. Firm ownership is represented by a …xed number of shares (again normalized to one), which constitute the sole asset in this economy. We …nally consider a government limiting its activity to the pursuit of redistributive targets. In particular we consider that the government aim is simply to garantee a minimum level of consumption to every (old) consumer.



2.1



The government



For simplicity, all taxes and subsidies are taken to be set by the government (on real terms) on a per capita basis. We denote by T the tax on employed workers, by B the unemployment bene…t and by R the universal old-age survival pension. Denoting by l the employment level, the government budget constraint at time t can be stated as follows: Bt (1



lt ) + Rt = Tt lt .



(1)



Notice that the government, when making budgetary decisions, has to take into account feasibility constraints and general equilibrium relations in addition to this budget constraint.



2.2



Households



As the whole of household’s income is devoted to the consumption of a unique good in a single period of life, and as we assume indivisible labor, the sole decision left to the household concerns its participation in the labor market: the young household at time t (t = 0; 1; :::) has indeed to decide whether to accept (et = 1) or to refuse (et = 0) some job o¤ered at real wage wt , so as to maximize under the budget constraint the expected value V (et ) of its decision. We assume, as usual, that work generates some positive disutility v (expressed in terms of consumption), but we also assume that the unemployment status is itself a source of disutility, even when unemployment is voluntary, that is, when et is freely chosen to be zero and is not imposed by rationing. Furthermore, we assume that the status of unemployed is 3



harder and harder to bear as it becomes less and less “normal”, that is, as it gets farther and farther from the social norm (Akerlof, 1980, Lindbeck et al. (1999), Clark, 2003). More precisely, the disutility generated by the unemployment status is increasing, and at a non-decreasing rate, with the proportion lt of currently employed households.3 For simplicity, we choose the speci…cation slt (with 0 < s < v and 1) for this disutility related to status. Formally, we assume: max Et (ct+1 )



V (et ) s.t. ct+1



(wt



ct+1 2R+



Tt ) et + Bt (1 qt



et )



vet + slt (1



et )



(2)



(qt+1 + Pt+1 ) + Rt+1 ,



where Et denotes the mathematical expectation operator (conditional on information available at t), c the amount of consumption, T , B, and R the government decision variables as already de…ned, q the real price of one share, and P the real pro…t per share. The ratio on the RHS of the budget constraint represents the number of shares bought by the young household. It is multiplied by the future net value of each share, dividends included. For the young household to decide to participate in the labor market, V (1) must be at least as large as V (0), with Et (qt+1 + Pt+1 ) + Et (Rt+1 ) qt Et (qt+1 + Pt+1 ) + Et (Rt+1 ) slt , V (0) = Bt qt V (1) = (wt



Tt )



v



(3) (4)



that is, the real wage wt must be at least as large as the reservation wage wt = Bt + Tt + v



slt



qt , with 0 < lt Et (qt+1 + Pt+1 )



v 1< , s



(5)



where the ratio qt =Et (qt+1 + Pt+1 ) can be seen as the reciprocal of the expected real interest factor. As expected, from the individual point of view, the reservation wage is an increasing function of the unemployment bene…t and the per capita tax. It is also a decreasing function of employment as a social norm, which in this way in‡uences positively the willingness to work. 3



This assumption is corroborated by empirical …ndings. See Clark (2003), Cörvers and Golsteyn (2004), and Hedström et al. (2003).
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It does not depend directly upon the old-age survival pension, applying universally to seniors irrespectively of their employment status when they were young. However, as shown below, the survival pension does in‡uence the reservation wage through several general equilibrium channels.



2.3



Firms



Wages are bargained between workers and …rms but, after the determination of the real wage wt , the representative …rm sets the level lt of employment in order to maximize its pro…t, Pt = lt wt lt , where labor, lt , is the only argument of the production function (with 0 < < 1). The pro…t maximizing level of employment is given by the …rst order condition: lt = ( =wt )1=(1



)



.



(6)



The corresponding pro…t is Pt = (1



2.4



) ( =wt )



=(1



)



.



(7)



Wage bargaining



Wage bargaining between workers and …rms is also shaped by social norms (Akerlof, 1980, Elster, 1989). These norms re‡ect in particular the equity principle "Equal pay for equal work" and the principle of fair division of the surplus between the parties, guaranteeing workers’ participation. As usual in this context, we refer to the ‘generalized’Nash solution to the bargaining problem, a convenient tool to take these social norms into account: max



wt 2R+



(V (1; wt )



V (0; wt ))



(1



) ( =wt )



=(1



)



1



,



(8)



where V (0; wt ) and 0 are the worker’s and the …rm’s fallbacks, respectively. The parameter 2 (0; 1) denotes the worker’s relative weight in the bargaining according to the prevailing social norms. By equations (3), (4) and (5), the solution to this problem is given by n o wt = arg max (w wt ) w (1 ) =(1 ) . (9) w2[wt ;1)
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If , no solution exists, since the objective function is always increasing in w. If = 0, the fair wage coincides with the reservation wage wt . Otherwise, if 0 < < , we obtain: wt =



(1



)



wt



wt ,



(10)



with the markup factor > 1. In the following, we shall focus on unemployment equilibria (avoiding corner solutions), and assume that wt > . In order to cover the limit case where there is no redistributive policy and no social norm of employment, this assumption supposes in particular that v > 1.



2.5



Equilibrium



There are three markets in this economy, corresponding to the three goods: output, labor and shares. By Walras’law, we can ignore the last one, and use the equilibrium condition in the output market (i.e. output demand, or the seniors’ real wealth at time t, qt + (1 ) lt + Rt , should be equal to output supply lt ) to determine the share price qt = lt



Rt .



(11)



In the following we shall use the restriction Rt < lt , ensuring a positive share price. By inserting qt as given by equation (11) and Pt given by equation (7) in the labor market equilibrium condition lt = ( = wt )1=(1 ) < 1, with the reservation wage wt de…ned by equation (5) for lt = lt , we obtain the temporary equilibrium equation which implicitly determines the level of current employment lt given expected output Et lt+1 : " !# 1=(1 ) lt Rt lt = Bt + Tt + (v slt ) . (12) Et lt+1 Et (Rt+1 ) In the following, we will take taxes Tt as an adjustment variable to be determined by the government budget constraint. If we further assume constancy of all other government decision variables, equation (12) may be taken as de…ning a deterministic one-dimensional autonomous dynamic system characterizing perfect foresight equilibria in this economy. To better understand the speci…c role of each of the two alternative subsidies introduced in our model we shall consider separately their e¤ects. 6
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Unemployment bene…t



We assume in this section that the unemployment bene…t is the sole government subsidy, taken as a constant.



3.1



Perfect foresight dynamics



For any t, take Rt = 0 and Bt = B > 0 in equation (12). Also, using the government budget constraint (1) to replace the tax on employed workers Tt = B (1=lt 1) in this equation, we obtain: !# 1=(1 ) " B lt + (v slt ) , (13) lt = lt Et lt+1 where we …nd in large round brackets a general equilibrium expression for the reservation wage. The existence of unemployment bene…ts and of an employment social norm introduces the terms B=lt and slt , respectively, in the expression for the reservation wage, which may consequently be decreasing in lt . Thus, given the output expectation Et lt+1 at period t, the equation (13) may have multiple solutions, that is, there may exist multiple temporary equilibria. Also, the variability of expectations across periods opens the way, through the induced variability of the reservation wage, to the existence of employment ‡uctuations. These expectations can be self-ful…lling, in the context of intertemporal equilibrium. Under perfect foresight, we may obtain a deterministic forward dynamic system by just reformulating the temporary equilibrium condition (13), at least for a moderate unemployment bene…t B< = : 1=



slt ) lt f (lt ) for lt 2 ( B= )1= ; 1 . (14) lt B= In addition, we know that intertemporal equilibria with stochastic endogenous ‡uctuations driven by volatile self-ful…lling expectations exist in the neighborhood of indeterminate steady states of this deterministic system. lt+1 = lt



3.2



(v



Steady state



A steady state l = f (l) of system (14) is a solution to the equation: (l)



l



sl ) l = B= .



(v 7



(15)



This equation can be interpreted as the equality of the inverse labor demand l 1 and the inverse labor supply (the reservation wage augmented by the markup factor) (B=lt + (v slt ) ) under static expectations of future output: Et lt+1 = lt (see equation (13)). The steady state l = f (l) is indeterminate if f 0 (l) l v f (l) = = f (l) 0



(1 + ) sl (v sl )



l



B= B=



2 ( 1; 1) .



(16)



Hence, the steady state l is determinate if f (l) =l is increasing in l at l , which is equivalent to f 0 (l ) l =f (l ) > 1. As l is a solution to (15), this inequality is itself equivalent to the condition 0 (l ) < 0 (since l B= becomes smaller than (v sl ) l, hence by (14) f (l) =l larger than 1, as l becomes larger than l ). Thus, (l ) = B= and 0 (l ) < 0 imply determinacy of l . The number and properties of steady states will now be examined successively in the two cases of weak and strong social norms of employment. The social norm will be said weak if 0 (1) < 0, as when there is no employment social norm at all, and strong if 0 (1) > 0.



3.3



Weak social norm



As just stated, the case of a weak social norm extends to economies without employment social norms (s = 0). Moreover, it applies to economies without a redistributive policy (B = 0). Proposition 1 (Weak social norm) Let 0 (1 + ) s < v = . If 1 (v s) < B= < maxl2(0;1) (l), there are two steady states, the larger of which is determinate and such that employment responds negatively to an increase in the unemployment bene…t. Proof. First, compute: 0



(l) = 00 (l) = 000 (l) =



l



1



(1 (1



(v )l ) (2



(1 + ) sl ) , 2 + (1 + ) sl 1 , ) l 3 + (1 + ) (



As liml!0 0 (l) = 1 and 0 (1) = as 0 is convex by (19), the graph of 8



0



1) sl



2



(17) (18) > 0. (19)



(v (1 + ) s) < 0 by (17), and has a single intersection with the



horizontal axis, at a point ^l 2 (0; 1) where has a global maximum. Hence, ^l , the graph of is unimodal, and also (0) = 0. If (1) < B= < has two intersections with the horizontal line B= , so that there exist two steady states.4 The function is decreasing at the highest of these two steady states, which is consequently determinate and such that employment decreases whenever B increases. In the following two …gures, we give an example of existence of two steady states, illustrating Proposition 1.5 Figure 1 represents the graph of as well as the horizontal line B= . Clearly, a comparative statics analysis around the higher steady state leads to the standard conclusion that an increase in the unemployment bene…t diminishes the equilibrium level of employment. Figure 2, with lt as the abscissa and lt+1 as the ordinate, represents the graph of f , which has two intersections with the …rst diagonal. The higher steady state is clearly determinate, whereas the lower one is indeterminate in this example.
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Notice that, if B= < (1) = 1 (v s), the graph of has a single intersection with the horizontal line B= , at a point where is increasing. We thus obtain a unique ^l , no steady steady state, which may be determinate or not. Obviously, if B= > state exists. 5 We use the parameter values: = 0:75, v = 1:2, s = 0:2, = 1:6, = 1:125 and B = 0:02.
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3.4



Strong social norm



Proposition 2 (Strong social norm) Let (1 + ) s > v sume v >



( +1



)



(1+ )s (1 )



(1



)=( +1



)



. If



= . Also, asn o ^ l < B= < min l ; (1) ,



where l and ^l are the two critical points of in (0; 1), there is a steady state in each one of the three intervals 0; ^l , ^l; l and l; 1 . The steady state in ^l; l (resp. in l; 1 ) is such that it responds negatively (resp. positively) to an increase in the unemployment bene…t B. The former is determinate and, if v (1 + (1 + ) =2 ) s, the latter is indeterminate.



Proof. By (19), 0 is convex and, by (17), liml!0 0 (l) = 1 but 0 (1) is now positive. The function is consequently increasing for l close either to 0 or to 1. It might now be an overall increasing function, or else have a maximum at ^l 2 (0; 1) and then a minimum at l 2 ^l; 1 . The former case is ruled out by the assumption bounding v from below. Indeed, by (18), minimum when 00



(l) =



(1



)



(1 + ) sl



+1



1=( +1



)



l



2



0



has a



= 0,



that is, at (1 ) (1 + ) s



l=



.



1, would be increasing over the whole interval (0; 1). However, If l (1 + ) s (1 ) implies v < ( + 1 ) = by the assumption of a strong social norm. We have assumed in subsection 2.4 that v > 1, whereas ( + 1 ) = < 1. We thus obtain a contradiction, and conclude 0 0, we have by (17): that l < 1. Now, if l v



( +1



)



(1 + ) s (1 )



(1



)=( +1



)



,



contradicting the assumption imposing a lower bound on v. So, we are left with the case where has an interior maximum at ^l and an interior minimum at l, with l > ^l. Clearly, there are three steady states under the assumption on B= . As is decreasing in the interval ^l; l , the steady state in this interval is determinate and such that employment responds negatively to an 10



increase in B, like in the weak social norm case. And since is increasing in the interval l; 1 , the steady state l in this interval is such that employment responds positively to an increase in B. We also know that f 0 (l ) < 1, but to prove indeterminacy we must show that f 0 (l ) > 1. By using B= = (l ), this amounts to show, by (15) and (16) that v> As l > l and



0



1+



sl



1+2



+



l 1 . (1 + 2 )



l = 0, this inequality is satis…ed, by (17), by v



1+



and …nally, by using l



sl



1+2



< 1 and



+



v



(1 + ) sl , 1+2



l < 0, if



v



1+



1+ 2



s,



as assumed. In the following two …gures, analogous to Figures 1 and 2, we give an example of existence of three steady states.6 By simple inspection of Figure 3, we see that an increase in the unemployment bene…t increases the level of employment of the highest steady state. In Figure 4, the smallest and the largest steady states appear to be indeterminate, and the middle one determinate. phi
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Figure 3 6



Figure 4



We use the same parameter values as for Figures 1 and 2, except for s = 0:4.
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3.5



Discussion of the results



Our …rst step in discussing our results will be to recall the interpretation of equation (15) characterizing a steady state l = f (l), (l) = B= , as the equality of the inverse labor demand and supply functions. Naturally, applying to such steady state the condition 0 (l) < 0, with 0 given by equation (17), can then be interpreted as imposing a condition on the slopes (or on the elasticities) of those functions. To be explicit, applying 0 (l) < 0 is equivalent to requiring that the elasticity of the inverse demand function l 1 be smaller than the elasticity of the inverse supply function (B=lt + (v slt )) at the point where the two graphs intersect: 1



B=l + sl , B=l + (v sl )



(20)



or, using (15), 1



(v



(1 + ) sl ) , l 1



(21)



that is, 0 (l) < 0 by equation (17). Clearly, the reverse condition 0 (l) > 0 requires that the elasticity of the inverse demand function be larger than the elasticity of the inverse supply function: the case where the graphs of the two functions cross with so-called "wrong slopes" (Benhabib and Farmer,1994, 1999). This condition is enough to imply a reversal of the comparative static properties of the steady state in response to changes in the unemployment bene…t, but it is just a necessary condition for indeterminacy (f 0 (l) < 1), to be completed by the condition f 0 (l) > 1. Figure 5, representing the labor demand and supply curves (the thin and the thick curves, respectively) on the basis of the parameter values used in Figures 3 and 4, and zooming on the two larger steady states, illustrates the standard case (l ' 0:24) where the curves cross with the "right" slopes and the non-standard one (l ' 0:84) where they cross with the "wrong" slopes. The dotted curve represents labor supply for a higher value of the unemployment bene…t. The shift in labor supply induces a decrease of steady state employment in the standard case, an increase in the non-standard one.
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Figure 5 Therefore in the presence of strong social norms, where we obtain an additional intersection between the two curves for a higher, and more plausible level of the employment rate l; characterized by the appearance of "wrong slopes", standard policy recommendations concerning the level of unemployment bene…ts and its discouraging e¤ects on employment are no longer valid. This point is worth mentioning, since this will happen for the more realistic levels of unemployment, and it is supported by empirical evidence: Indeed, Cörvers and Golsteyn (2004), for a sample of Dutch men between 1994 and 2000, found that the willingness to work of the nonemployed increased remarkably in an upswing, and that this increase was entirely due to push factors (social pressure) while pull factors (like the wage/bene…t ratio) had no e¤ect at all. Moreover Clark (2003) also suggests that "the weak role of income in well-being regressions casts some doubt on the e¢ cacy of policy aimed solely at reducing unemployment bene…ts". However, to our knowledge this is the …rst work that shows that, in the presence of su¢ ciently strong social norms, a policy aimed at reducing unemployment bene…ts may back…re, implying instead an decrease in employment. The conclusion that a strong social norm facilitates the emergence of steady state multiplicity was also conjectured by Clark (2003) that remarked that "complementarities in labor force status have important implications for potential multiple equilibria". The same result was obtained by Kolm (2005) that found that introducing a normative pressure to earn one’s own living, in an otherwise basic textbook model of unemployment a la Pissarides (2000,) may generate multiple unemployment equilibria. Note however that 13



in Kolm (2005) multiplicity is only obtained with a logistic function for the social cost of unemployment, whereas in our framework we have it even with a linear ( = 1) speci…cation. Another result worth commenting is the role of social norms as a source of ‡uctuations. As discussed above, a strong social norm is required for the appearance of an additional higher, and more plausible, steady state employment equilibrium, where the necessary condition for indeterminacy is veri…ed. In this sense strong social norms promote indeterminacy for realistic values of the unemployment rate, opening the door to the emergence of expectations driven cycles (sunspots). The mechanism behind this outcome is similar to familiar ones triggered by externalities in production or in leisure. In both cases the wrong slopes condition is necessary (and in some cases also su¢ cient) for indeterminacy, but the slope that is a¤ected is not the same. With su¢ ciently strong production externalities the labor demand curve becomes positively sloped, while with leisure externalities the slope of the labor supply curve may become negative.7 Therefore, as expected, unemployment social norms and leisure externalities share a similar indeterminacy mechanism. However, the economic interpretations are di¤erent and there seems to be more empirical support for the existence of social norms.
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Universal lump sum old-age pensions



We assume in this section that old-age pensions are the sole government subsidy, and that they are constant and …nanced by labor taxation: Bt = 0, Rt = R > 0 and Tt = R=lt (according to the government budget constraint (1)) for any t. By using these speci…cations in equation (12), we obtain: lt =



"



R + (v lt



slt )



lt



R=



Et lt+1



R



!#



1=(1



)



.



(22)



A comparison of this equation with equation (13) shows that the unemployment bene…t B is simply replaced by the universal old-age pension R, which however also appears in the expression, now more complex, of the reciprocal of the real interest factor: (lt R= ) = Et lt+1 R . As in the preceding section, we may reformulate the temporary equilibrium condition (22) in 7



See Weder and Benhabib & Farmer.
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terms of deterministic forward dynamics (provided R < = ): lt+1 =



R+



( lt



R) (v slt ) lt lt R



1=



g (lt ) for lt 2 ( R= )1= ; 1 . (23)



By this equation, a steady state is a solution to the equation: (l)



(1=2 + =2 ) l ( =2 ) (v sl ) l q ((1=2 + =2 ) l ( =2 ) (v sl ) l)2 R = .



( = ) l (l



(v



sl ) l) (24)



We shall not proceed to a formal analysis of the number and properties of steady state equilibria along the same lines as in the preceding section, an analysis which would now be more cumbersome, only to obtain the same kind of results that we expressed in Propositions 1 and 2. We shall instead limit our study to the reproduction, adapted to the present context, of the same two numerical examples. We thus use precisely the same parameter values and take for R the value we took for B. The graph of function is represented by the thick curve in Figures 6 (for s = 0:2, the case of a weak social norm) and 7 (for s = 0:4, the case of a strong social norm). The thin curve represents, for the sake of comparison, the graph of the function of last section. gamma
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Figure 7



As we see, switching from the regime of unemployment bene…ts to the regime of universal old-age pensions is favourable to employment when the 15



economy is in the (determinate) steady state where the functions and are decreasing but unfavourable, in the economy with a strong social norm, when it is in the high employment steady state where these functions are increasing. ****
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Concluding remarks



****
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